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ABSTRACT

The term “open abdomen” (OA) refers to a surgically created defect in the abdominal wall that exposes abdominal viscera. Leaving an abdominal cavity temporarily open has been well described for several indications, including damage control surgery and abdominal compartment syndrome. Although beneficial in certain patients, the act of keeping an abdominal cavity open has physiologic repercussions that must be recognized and managed during postoperative care. This review article describes these issues and provides guidelines for the critical care physician managing a patient with an open abdomen.

INTRODUCTION

The term “open abdomen” (OA) refers to a surgically created defect in the abdominal wall that exposes abdominal viscera. Leaving an abdominal cavity temporarily open has been well described for several indications, including damage control surgery (DCS) and abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS). Although beneficial in certain patients, the act of keeping an abdominal cavity open has physiologic repercussions that must be recognized and managed during postoperative care. This review article describes these issues and provides guidelines for the critical care physician managing a patient with an OA.

INDICATIONS

There are several disease processes that may be managed by leaving a patient with an OA. These indications can be separated into three broad categories: anatomic, physiologic, and logistic reasons.1 Anatomic reasons pertain to the inability to bring fascial edges together, physiologic reasons relate to systemic dysfunction, and logistic reasons refer to anticipated abdominal reintervention. The two most common indications for using the OA technique are DCS after trauma and ACS. Other specific disease processes that may be managed with this technique include acute pancreatitis, intra-abdominal sepsis, and ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA).

DAMAGE CONTROL SURGERY

In trauma, DCS refers to performing an initial laparotomy in the hemodynamically unstable patient with the goal of quickly temporizing life-threatening injuries. It originated with therapeutic packing to manage hemorrhage from liver injuries in the early 1900s and has evolved to the technique used today.2 Once hemorrhage and spillage of enteric contents have been controlled, the patient is assessed for acidosis, coagulopathy, and hypothermia. If elements of this lethal triad are present, the patient may be left with an OA and resuscitated in an intensive care unit (ICU) until they are medically able to tolerate a more lengthy operative procedure for definitive repair of injuries and abdominal closure.3–6 The Eastern Association for the Surgery of Trauma (EAST) practice management committee performed a literature review of the management of the OA in trauma and emergency general surgery in 2010. According to their published guidelines, level III evidence exists to support the use of the OA technique in a trauma setting in the presence of acidosis (pH <7.2), hypothermia (temperature <35°C), and clinical coagulopathy with transfusion of >10 units of red blood cells (RBCs).7

Although DCS has been well accepted into trauma practice during the past several decades, there are no large randomized controlled studies comparing it directly to initial definitive repair. Recent studies warn against its overuse and exposure to unnecessary complications such as ileus (13%), anastomotic leak (7%), fascial dehiscence (11%), and surgical site infections (19%).8 9 Attention is now being focused on the use of damage control resuscitation (DCR) as an important cofactor to DCS. DCR specifically refers to the early use of blood products and limiting unnecessary crystalloids in trauma to prevent the onset of the lethal triad of acidosis, coagulopathy, and hypothermia. The implementation of transfusion protocols based on a trauma patient’s presenting hemodynamic status has led to a reduction in organ failure, utilization of blood products, and 30-day mortality.10–14 One study found that an institutional protocol aimed at the early administration of blood products in a ratio of 3:2 RBC:FFP and 5:1 RBC:platelets for patients in hemorrhagic shock improved 30-day survival (56.8% vs 37.6%, p=0.001) and had a 51% odds reduction of severe sepsis. The patients in the protocolized arm of the study also had a significantly lower incidence of ACS (0% vs 7%), p<0.001.10 As increased utilization of this principle is used, fewer patients may reach the parameters to warrant DCS resulting in fewer OAs.15

ABDOMINAL COMPARTMENT SYNDROME

ACS refers to the constellation of symptoms that occur when intra-abdominal pressure is increased...
to the level of organ dysfunction. In 2007, the World Consensus for ACS (WCACS) provided standard definitions for the diagnosis and management of ACS. Normal intra-abdominal pressure as measured via bladder catheterization is approximately 5 mm Hg to 7 mm Hg. Intra-abdominal hypertension (IAH) is defined by sustained pressures greater than 12 mm Hg and can be graded according to severity. ACS is a sustained intra-abdominal pressure >20 mm Hg that is associated with new organ dysfunction. The abdominal perfusion pressure (mean arterial pressure– intra-abdominal pressure) has been shown to correlate with survival when maintained at levels greater than 50 mm Hg to 60 mm Hg, but level I evidence examining this as an end point of resuscitation has yet to be obtained.

Risk factors for the development of ACS in patients from both medical and surgical ICUs in a large multicenter prospective study included abdominal surgery, high-volume fluid resuscitation, ileus, and dysfunction of the pulmonary, renal, or hepatic systems. The WCACS recommends that if two or more risk factors for ACS are present, a baseline intra-abdominal pressure should be obtained. If this demonstrates IAH, pressures should be serially measured, although the optimal frequency has not been identified. In addition, non-surgical strategies to control intra-abdominal pressure should be considered and initiated where appropriate. These include the evacuation of intraluminal contents via nasogastric and/or rectal tubes, decreasing rate of enteral input, administering promotility agents and enemas, and considering colonscopic decompression if clinically indicated. There are no prospective trials to quantify the benefit of these maneuvers in their ability to prevent ACS, but their ability to mitigate pathologic intestinal distension is a theoretical benefit for reducing intra-abdominal pressure.

Interestingly, a novel approach to reducing IAH was identified in a prospective, blinded evaluation of thoracic epidurals in surgically critically ill patients with trauma performed by Hakobyan. In this study, patients with epidurals had significantly decreased intra-abdominal pressures from a mean of 16.8 mm Hg in the morphine analgesia group to 6.3 mm Hg in the epidural group. This was associated with increased abdominal perfusion pressure and did not result in hemodynamic compromise. These patients received their epidurals after their initial resuscitation, which limits the use of this modality to patients who have not developed early ACS. Further this was not a randomized trial, and therefore selection bias exists and did not provide data on the subsequent need for OA or organ failure.

Another non-surgical maneuver includes percutaneous catheter drainage of any space-occupying fluid collections or resuscitation-induced ascites. In 2011, Cheatham published results from a case–control comparison of percutaneous drainage versus traditional open abdominal decompression. Their approach was to perform bedside abdominal ultrasound, and in those patients with large intra-abdominal fluid, a percutaneous drainage catheter was placed. They found that potentially 81% of percutaneous drainage patients had improvement in APP and organ dysfunction and successfully avoided laparotomy. Risk factors for failure of percutaneous drainage included drainage of less than 1 L of fluid or a decrease of less than 9 mm Hg in the first 4 hours after catheter placement, suggesting that those patients should rapidly proceed to open abdominal decompression.

Fluid management is of particular concern and must be tailored to maintain adequate abdominal perfusion pressures but avoid volume overload. Both hypertonic saline and colloid as resuscitative solutions have demonstrated reduced intra-abdominal pressures when compared with isotonic fluid in select patient populations. For example, only 14% of patients receiving hypertonic saline resuscitation developed IAH compared with 50% of patients receiving lactated Ringer (LR) solution in patients with burn injuries. Another burn study found that adding FFP to crystalloid resuscitation reduced the total volume of fluid infused (0.21 L/kg vs 0.26 L/kg, p < 0.005), which correlated with a smaller rise in IAP. These resuscitation strategies should be considered in patients with IAH to decrease progression to ACS. Neurovascular blockade with cisatracurium boluses has also been demonstrated to temporarily reduce intra-abdominal pressure (from 18 mm Hg to 14 mm Hg with a duration of effect of 2 hours), but given the risks of prolonged paralysis, it should be used sparingly.

If the above-mentioned medical interventions fail to reduce intra-abdominal pressures, or if the patient progresses to fulminant ACS with evidence of organ failure, surgical intervention is recommended. With elevated intra-abdominal pressure, venous return is impeded, and patients may develop hypotension, pulmonary failure secondary to increased airway pressures, and renal failure with oliguria. Abdominal decompression to relieve IAH can result in immediate improvement in lung compliance and tidal volume (432 mL before decompression to 575 mL after decompression), increased cardiac index (4.8 L/min to 7.0 L/min), and improved urine output (23 mL/h to 358 mL/h). A significant drop in central venous pressure (CVP) has also been identified. The intensivist must be aware of these hemodynamic changes and be prepared to adjust the ventilator or resuscitate accordingly when bedside decompression is performed.

There is also evidence that ACS can cause elevations in intracranial pressure (ICP); subsequent abdominal decompression can help to reduce ICP, which is particularly beneficial for patients with concomitant traumatic brain injury. In 2004, Joseph et al published results from 17 patients with trauma with refractory intracranial hypertension despite both maximal medical therapy and decompressive craniectomy. Decompressive laparotomy was performed in these patients with the sole indication of intracranial hypertension. Although none of these patients had evidence of ACS, mean ICPs were reduced by 10 mm Hg. Overall survival was 64.7%, with non-survivors experiencing only a transient reduction in ICP prior to their death.

ACS was identified as the only level 1 indication for an OA by the EAST guidelines. They also recommend consideration of prophylactic OA or leaving the abdomen open at the time of initial laparotomy to prevent subsequent ACS in patients who have received >10 units of RBCs or >15 L of crystalloid during their acute resuscitation. If the abdomen is not opened, these patients should be carefully monitored with serial bladder pressures for the development of ACS.

Several studies have specifically examined ACS in the setting of acute pancreatitis. The major mechanisms leading to IAH in this disease process include peri pancreatic inflammation, visceral edema secondary to resuscitation, and ileus. Early relief of ACS clearly improves outcomes, but the best way to accomplish this remains controversial. For example, catheter drainage of ascs to improve abdominal perfusion pressure has been reported. A 2006 randomized controlled study from Sun et al found a significant reduction in hospital length of stay and a trend toward reduced mortality (20.7% to 10%) in patients with acute pancreatitis and ACS who underwent percutaneous drainage versus decompressive laparotomy. For patients who have persistent organ dysfunction and IAH despite catheter drainage, surgical decompression is mandated. 

Intra-abdominal sepsis
An OA has also been described as a treatment option in the management of intra-abdominal sepsis. As with all infectious processes, source control remains the primary goal in management. A laparotomy provides the ability to drain infection, debride necrotic material, repair intestinal injury, and perform additional maneuvers necessary for source control. Data suggest that the application of "damage control surgery" in trauma to emergency general surgery patients with an acute intra-abdominal process may reduce mortality. For patients with surgical abdominal sepsis causing acidosis, hemodynamic instability, or other significant systemic disturbances, quickly controlling contamination and then placing a temporary abdominal dressing for further resuscitation in the ICU and a planned second-stage operation is likely beneficial. One recent small, retrospective study examined the application of damage control for patients with generalized peritonitis secondary to perforated diverticulitis. Although there was no difference in postoperative mortality, patients who underwent DCS followed by a second-look laparotomy with closure 24 hours to 48 hours later had a reduced stoma rate (83% vs 47%, p=0.038). The exact parameters when to consider DCS for the emergency general surgery patient are not as well outlined as in the trauma setting. A retrospective study of general surgery patients who underwent DCS found that indications should include severe sepsis/septic shock, elevated lactate >3, acidosis (pH<7.25), age >70 years, male gender, and multiple pre-existing comorbidities. These specific variables were independent predictors of mortality as determined by a logistic regression analysis. Both outcomes and indications for damage control operations in emergency general surgery areas are areas that would benefit from further research.

In patients with bacterial peritonitis who have had definitive repair of intestinal defects, the decision to leave the abdomen open remains controversial. Proposed benefits include the prevention of ACS in those patients who may require high-volume resuscitation and the ability to undergo repeat washouts to reduce bacterial contamination and to ensure that source control is maintained. It has also been hypothesized that continuously removing cytokine-laden peritoneal fluid may reduce the systemic inflammatory response, although a recent randomized controlled study demonstrated no difference in serum interleukin-6 levels with peritoneal fluid drainage. A prospective study is currently underway to further investigate this hypothesis by serially examining inflammatory components in the peritoneal fluid and serum of patients with a temporary abdominal dressing after damage control laparotomy.

In specific regards to outcomes, studies have not shown a clear benefit of routinely leaving an open abdomen for secondary peritonitis to perform subsequent washout. Robledo et al performed a randomized trial in 2007 in patients with secondary peritonitis in which patients were randomized to either immediate fascial closure after the primary operation or were left with an OA. The two groups were well matched in regards to sex, age, severity of illness, and etiology of peritonitis. The investigators found a non-significant trend toward reduced mortality rates with primary closure (30% closed vs 55% open) as well as a reduced length of hospital stay (3.3 weeks vs 4.1 weeks). Rates of acute renal failure, respiratory failure, intra-abdominal infection, and gastrointestinal fistulas were similar between the two groups. This mirrors earlier findings from a retrospective review article by Adkins in which no significant difference in mortality between open or closed management of peritonitis was identified. The authors noted that the study of this particular question is made difficult by the heterogeneity of the disease process.

ABDOMINAL AORTIC ANEURYSM
Patients with a ruptured AAA are at risk of developing IAH and ACS secondary to volume resuscitation, space occupying hema- tomas, and reperfusion injuries. In 2006, Djavani demonstrated that 29% of patients undergoing laparotomy for a ruptured AAA developed IAH. In 2011, Gidlund showed that EVAR for ruptured AAAs had a similar rate of IAH with 34% of patients developing bladder pressures >20 mm Hg. Rasmussen was the first to identify risk factors for the development of ACS in this patient population. He found that preoperative shock of systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg for >18 min, preoperative cardiac arrest, hypothermia (<33°C), severe acidosis (BD >13), and massive intraoperative resuscitation (>3.5 L/h) were significant risk factors and proposed elective delayed fascial closure for these patients. In a 2009 retrospective review, Kimball et al specifically studied open versus closed initial management of ruptured AAA by comparing two separate time periods (1989–2000 when primary closure predominated ruptured AAA repair versus 2000–2005 when DCS was implemented). Although there was not a statistically significant overall difference in 24 hours mortality (2% open vs 10% closed, p=0.13), patients managed with an OA tended to have high-risk characteristics as defined by preoperative hypertension, estimated blood loss (EBL) >6L, or >12L. When this was accounted for, there was a significant reduction in 24 hours mortality for open management (0% vs 21%, p=0.03). It has been shown that there is a strong correlation between IAH and both colonic ischemia and renal failure in this patient population, so early diagnosis and treatment is essential.

EAST guidelines recommend using the damage control technique for patients who are at high risk for visceral edema or IAH.

TEMPORARY CLOSURE
For surgeons, the main objectives in choosing a temporary closure technique are to provide easy re-exploration, to minimize fluid losses, to prevent trauma to the viscera, and to reduce fascial retraction. Many techniques have been described. Today the most common techniques include Wittmann patch (WP) and negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT). WP consists of two sheets of Velcro material that are sewn to the fascial edges after a plastic drape is placed over the viscera. The sheets are then overlapped in a manner to minimize tension but provide a secure closure. With each subsequent operation, the patch can be tightened to prevent fascial retraction. There are several commercial and non-commercial versions of NPWT, but all follow the basic principle of a three-layer closure. A fenestrated plastic sheet is draped over the exposed viscera for protection, a macroporous material (gauze, surgical towel, or sponge) is laid down next with a suction drainage system applied to the superficial layer, and an occlusive adhesive dressing is placed on top. This system significantly reduces evaporation and insensible peritoneal fluid losses and allows the measured peritoneal fluid output to be replaced more precisely when needed. An additional benefit of this temporary closure technique is that it does not need to be sewn to the tissue, a factor that saves both time and trauma to the fascia. Commercially available dressings, including the ABTThera dressing, can increase rates of fascial closure when compared with negative pressure dressings fashioned out of laparotomy pads and suction (89% vs 59%, p<0.05), a finding...
that translates into increased healthcare cost savings when factoring in future hernia repairs despite the increased cost of the ABThera device itself.51–58 Historically, NPWT was criticized for its theoretical risk of increasing enterocutaneous fistulas, but this has not been shown to be a statistically significant finding. In 2013, the reported enterocutaneous fistula rate for OAs was not significantly different with NPWT (13.8%) compared with non-NPWT (8.5%) dressings (RR 0.83, 95%CI 0.44 to 1.58).53 In regards to the amount of negative pressure that should be applied with NPWT, levels of −75 mm Hg to −175 mm Hg have been reported, but no studies have been performed directly comparing different levels. A porcine model in 2012 demonstrated a correlation with increasing levels of negative pressure and decreasing microvascular blood flow to the intestinal wall.59 However, the clinical significance of this is uncertain and must be weighed against the ability of higher levels of negative pressure to more effectively remove intra-abdominal fluid.

**ICU MANAGEMENT**

Once the decision for an OA has been made, there are several factors that the intensivist needs to consider when managing these patients postoperatively. Of paramount concern is the management of the initial insult. This refers to volume resuscitation, reversal of coagulopathy, correction of acidosis and other pertinent resuscitative measures that have become standard of care for surgical ICU patients. In addition to these maneuvers, the patient with an OA will require added attention to fluid status, nutrition, and respiratory mechanics. They should also be monitored for recurrent ACS. The intensivist must focus on optimizing physiology to facilitate closure of the abdomen because prolonged OA frequently delays extubation, increases the risk for enterostomal fistulae, and increases complications. Independent predictors associated with failure to achieve primary closure include the number of re-explorations, the development of intra-abdominal infection, blood stream infection, acute renal failure, enteric fistula, and Injury Severity Score. Those factors that can be mitigated by intensive care may therefore improve the likelihood of early fascial closure leading to improved outcomes and reduced resource utilization.60

The initial step in caring for patients with OA in the ICU is to resuscitate and reverse the “lethal triad” of hypothermia, acidosis, and coagulopathy. This triad was first described by Kushak in 1982 and refers to the pathophysiology of hemorrhage.61 Hypothermia predisposes patients to cardiac dysrhythmias, reduces cardiac output, and affects the offloading of oxygen from cells by shifting the oxygenation hemoglobin saturation curve to the left.62–63 Approximately 4.6°C are lost per hour during a laparotomy, even with the use of warmed intravenous fluids, anesthetics, and air convection blankets.64 The amount of heat loss with an OA and a temporary abdominal dressing has not been quantified, but one can assume there is additional insensible heat loss when compared with a closed abdomen. This has a mortality implication with one study identifying a 40% to 100% mortality increase in patients with trauma who had a drop in core temperature from 34°C to less than 32°C.65 In addition to cardiac effects, hypothermia also affects the clotting cascade.66 As body temperature drops, both the prothrombin time and partial thromboplastin time become significantly elevated secondary to enzymatic dysregulation.67 Platelet dysfunction also occurs as evidenced by prolonged bleeding times in animal models of hypothermia.68 This trauma-induced coagulopathy has been shown to be an independent predictor of multiorgan failure, septic complications, length of ICU stay, and mortality.69 As hemorrhage continues and tissues become hypoperfused, acidosis develops. The ability to clear this acidosis, as analyzed by lactate clearance, has been correlated to survival. In 1993, Abramson evaluated patients with trauma and found that if lactate was cleared within 24 hours, there was a 100% survival rate. If not, only 14% of patients would survive.70 Since then, lactate has been well described as a marker of oxygen delivery, morbidity, and mortality in shock. When severe acidosis occurs (pH <7.1), coagulopathy worsens, continuing the downward spiral of hemorrhage.71 The challenge for the intensivist is to facilitate this rapid clearance of lactate through efficient resuscitation while keeping in mind that overzealous resuscitation may lead to increasing abdominal hypertension and prolong the OA.

The intensivist should be aware of this triad and expeditiously correct these parameters to improve patient outcomes, particularly for patients who undergo DCS. Attention to body temperature should be maintained, and efforts to keep the patient warm should include removing wet linen, elevating the ambient temperature, warming ventilator circuits, judicial use of convection blankets, and use of warm intravenous fluids. A reasonable goal is to obtain a core temperature of 37°C within 4 hours of arrival to the ICU.72 Coagulopathy should be corrected with the use of blood products to achieve a goal PT <15, platelets >100k, and fibrinogen >100.63–71 It has been shown that early administration of plasma and platelets should be given in coordination with RBC transfusions exceeding more than 10 units in 24 hours.72,73 A recent review examined this ratio-driven resuscitation in combat casualties and found that it was an independent predictor of early fascial closure after laparotomy (2.4 days vs 7.2 days, p=0.004).74 The exact ratio of pRBCs:FFP:platelets historically had been recommended at somewhere between 2:1:1 and 1:1:1 based on the randomized PROPPR trial, but the precise ratio is still debated.75 More recently, the use of thromboelastometry to guide product administration during DCR has been used. Data suggest that it can rapidly identify hyperfibrinolysis and predict the need for massive transfusion, but there are no studies that validate its use as an end point of resuscitation.76–79 Lactate should be monitored; failure of lactate to clear with resuscitation should prompt the intensivist to consider a missed injury, extremity compartment syndrome, ongoing hemorrhage, or the development of ACS.63–71 If evidence for these complications is present, or if the patient requires more than 2 units of RBCs per hour for 3 hours, consideration for reoperation or angiography should be given.63–70

**MANAGING THE PATIENT REQUIRING EMERGENT BEDSIDE DECOMPRESSION**

The patient who develops ACS in the ICU can rapidly become unstable. These patients may become progressively hypotensive with transient response to fluid boluses, which lead to worsening ACS that, if unrecognized, leads to reduced pulmonary compliance and worsening respiratory acidosis, which contributes to the metabolic acidosis occurring as a result of hypoperfusion and in some instances hyperchloremia from overzealous use of normal saline. The resulting drop in pH further compromises cardiac output leading to further hypotension and hypoperfusion. Once recognized that ACS is present and the abdomen is opened at the bedside, the intensivist must be present to manage the patient’s rapidly changing physiology. When managing the ventilator for these patients, it must be remembered that pulmonary damage occurring from high ventilator pressures occurs as a result of elevated pressures within the lung parenchyma; however, in ACS, the transpulmonary pressure is elevated, and overdistension of alveoli from these elevated pressures does not
occurs as it does from unopposed pressures delivered from high ventilator settings in a patient without ACS. Dropping tidal volumes to maintain lower airway pressures when a patient is developing ACS will lead to significant respiratory acidosis and hypoxia, which may be fatal in the acute setting as preparations are made to open the abdomen. Likewise, once the abdomen is opened, the ventilator must be immediately adjusted to maintain an appropriate tidal volume that does not overexpand the lung with the rapidly decompressed abdomen. Significant acid load can be washed out of the abdomen and enter the circulation, which can result in cardiovascular collapse. To combat this, maintaining an initial high minute ventilation and administering bicarbonate and calcium can combat these effects. Pulmonary compliance may also be affected by associated large pleural effusions that may benefit from thoracostomy drainage. Pulmonary hypertension secondary to hypercarbia and sepsis-induced myocardial dysfunction may lead to right ventricular overload, which can be acutely worsened with the rapid increase in flow that results from opening the abdomen. This may necessitate the use of dobutamine or milrinone to improve ventricular function while simultaneously reducing pulmonary vascular pressure.

**FLUID STATUS AND INTRA-ABDOMINAL PHYSIOLOGY**

To understand the fluid shifts that occur with an OA, one must be familiar with intra-abdominal physiology. In shock states, intravascular volume is preferentially shunted away from the gastrointestinal tract to vital organs such as the brain and heart, increasing the risk for intestinal hypoperfusion/ischemia. This can be exacerbated by several additional factors that a patient with an OA may experience. For example, elevated intra-abdominal pressures in ACS or intra-abdominal packing in the patient with hemorrhagic trauma may impair mesenteric venous return and lead to congestive intestinal ischemia. As volume is restored during resuscitation and the compromised bowel is reperfused, free-radical mucosal damage may occur. With this increased mucosal permeability comes increasing bowel wall edema. Elevated CVPs that may occur during resuscitation have also been implicated in worsening intestinal edema through inhibition of lymphatic outflow via the cisterna chyli.

The primary goal of the intensivist when managing patients with OA is to balance resuscitative efforts with attempts to minimize volume overload and visceral edema. This balance is essential to optimize the surgical success of primary fascial closure. It has been shown that 60% to 91% of patients treated with OA will achieve primary fascial closure. Patients who are unable to have the fascia primarily closed will likely need to have abdominal wall reconstruction with or without prosthetics or will be committed to a large incisional ventral hernia with anticipated secondary granulation of the wound. Failure to achieve primary fascial closure has been associated with increased risk of infections and enterotomaphoretic fistulas. It has also been independently associated with mortality. One study found that a fluid-related weight gain >10% led to only 39% primary fascial closure rate. In addition to volume overload, other risk factors for failure of primary closure include the development of intra-abdominal abscesses, the presence of enterotomaphoretic fistulae, the longer duration of OA, the greater number of serial abdominal explorations, and worse base deficits. Understanding the pathophysiology of an OA is the first step to managing fluid status; the next step for the intensivist is to quantify intravascular volume. Although literature has raised questions on the predictability and validity of “static” indices such as CVP and pulmonary artery occlusion pressure (PAOP) in ACS, the data on techniques to assess intravascular volume with an OA are limited. A study from 1999 sought to examine these parameters in patients with OA. They suggest that in both patients with IAH and those subsequently decompressed with an OA, right ventricular end diastolic volume index (RVEDVI) is the most accurate predictor of intravascular volume. CVP and PAOP are less reliable in both of these scenarios. However, the authors were unable to provide an “optimal” RVEDVI to target during resuscitation but instead recommended aiming for the clinical restoration of end-organ perfusion with markers such as lactate. The use of the Vigileo monitor to evaluate “dynamic” indices, specifically stroke volume variation (SVV), in patients with an OA has also been described. A retrospective study in 2013 compared the continuous use of SVV to guide crystalloid administration to the standard use of static indices such as cardiac echocardiography or lactate to assess resuscitation. They found a statistically significant improvement in time to primary fascial closure by an average of 1 day for patients resuscitated using the SVV as an end point. There was also a decrease in the time to lactate clearance by 0.8 days. The patients in these two groups were well matched for age, APACHE II score, and underlying etiology. It was hypothesized that the reason for these findings is that continuous assessment of volume status helps the intensivist more strictly titrate resuscitation to avoid hypoperfusion or volume overload.

Studies examining strategies to minimize visceral edema in the OA are also limited. Given the protein loss associated with OA, albumin as a resuscitative solution has potential therapeutic benefit. However, no randomized studies examining this exist in the population of patients with OA, and intensivists are left to extrapolate data from generalized ICU populations. One small, observational study examined the use of hypertonic saline as a resuscitative solution for patients with OA. Patients receiving 3% saline had a higher (but not statistically significant) rate of primary fascial closure compared with patients receiving normal saline or LR solution (100% vs 76%). The authors hypothesized that the reason for this difference was due to the shift of fluid to the intravascular space with hypertonic saline and due to its potential ability to attenuate the inflammatory response.

Forced diuresis with a furosemide drip has also been studied in patients with OA but failed to show any improvement in fascial closure rates (68.4% primary closure in patients receiving furosemide, 64.0% in those without furosemide, p=0.669). However, this was a small retrospective study that did not control for severity of injury, did not standardize furosemide dosing, and did not quantify actual fluid balance. Further studies to identify the optimal fluid strategy and type in patients with OA that promote early closure are needed. Until these studies are performed, it is reasonable for the intensivist to use dynamic indices to provide tight fluid balance that allows for timely resuscitation while minimizing edema.

**NUTRITION**

It is well known that critical illness is associated with a catabolic state and that nutrition in the ICU patient is exceedingly important but often overlooked. The Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM) has partnered with the American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition to provide nutritional guidelines for the general ICU population. They advise that full enteral nutrition to meet goal metabolic needs be initiated within 24 to 48 hours when feasible. This has been shown to maintain gut integrity, modulate the systemic
inflammatory response, and reduce both mortality and infectious morbidity.93

For the same reasons as a general ICU patient, patients with OA will require nutritional supplementation. However, the patient with OA will have increased fluid, electrolyte, and protein requirements because of large volume losses of these substrates through their abdominal wound. Failure to recognize these losses in calculations of nitrogen balance and caloric needs will lead to underfeeding. It is estimated that 2 g to 4.6 g of nitrogen are lost per liter of abdominal fluid output depending on the type of temporary abdominal closure.94 95 Measurements of peritoneal fluid from OAs also demonstrate a significant amount of potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, and calcium, a finding that must be taken into account when providing electrolyte replacements.95

Early fears with OA were that patients would experience a severe paralytic ileus with exposed viscera and that feeding may exacerbate bowel edema. However, this has been well refuted in the literature, and early enteral feeds are now considered safe and beneficial assuming there are no major contraindications, such as intestinal discontinuity.96 97 Not only are enteral feeds safe in the OA, they are associated with a lower rate of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) (43.8% vs 72.1%),98 earlier primary abdominal closure (74% vs 49%),99 and lower rates of fistulas (9% vs 26%).98-100 It is unknown whether the link between early feeds and reduced incidence of VAP may be secondary to earlier trophic feeds), and use of specialized formulas were not addressed as previously discussed.47 It has been proposed that, for patients with multiple ARDS risk factors, pre-emptive lung protective ventilation strategies should be considered.34 106

Standard sedation and pain control should be used for patients who are intubated with an OA. Light sedation as defined by a score of −2 to 0 on the Richmond Agitation–Sedation Scale should be sufficient to keep the temporary abdominal dressing in place.101

**ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS**

**ACS in the OA**

Although the ideal temporary abdominal dressing is tension-free, patients with an OA remain at risk for recurrent ACS, especially in the setting of ongoing resuscitation. The reported incidence of ACS after DCS is 6% to 14%. The intensivist should be aware of this fact and continue to monitor bladder pressures for at-risk patients. Increasing bladder pressures associated with new organ failure should lead the surgeon to consider opening the temporary dressing for the purposes of abdominal decompression.107 108

**Infectious complications**

It has been shown that patients with an OA are at an increased risk of infectious complications. One study found that 25% developed a wound infection, a deep abdominal abscess, or an intestinal fistula.87 These infectious complications increased after 8 days of having an OA and significantly reduce the ability to achieve primary fascial closure.34 46 Of course, it is unknown if it is the OA that contributes to the increased risk of subsequent intra-abdominal infection or the underlying pathophysiology of the initial infection that necessitates the abdomen to remain open leading to further infection. Regardless of the causal pathway, intra-abdominal infections decrease the rate of primary fascial closure after an OA, as do other systemic infections such as pneumonia or bacteremia.99 100 The AAST Open Abdomen Study group found that patients who were unable to achieve primary closure were more likely to have bloodstream infections (18.4% vs 6.5%).100 The intra-abdominal microbial colonization of patients with OA measured during dressing changes demonstrates that 78% of patients had positive bacterial cultures, most commonly with Gram-positive cocci and Gram-negative bacilli. Although the differences between the ability to achieve primary fascial closure and the rates of fascial dehiscence between colonized and non-colonized patients were not statistically different, there was a trend suggesting that colonized patients had worse outcomes. OA duration and number of dressing changes predispose patients to infectious complications, again emphasizing normal respiratory mechanics by maintaining negative subdiafragmatic pressures (a factor that prevents rapid loss of volume during expiration), it has been shown that respiratory muscle fatigue can compensate for these mechanical changes.104

However, because patients with OA have a significant risk of developing acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) early in their ICU course, extubation of such patients should be done cautiously. One study found that 14% of trauma patients undergoing DCS developed ARDS. This was correlated with higher volumes of both crystalloid and colloid infusions; a patient who received >10 L of fluid during their first 24 hours after injury had a 10% increased risk of developing ARDS.105 Other risk factors for ARDS that are often seen in patients with OA include sepsis, aspiration, pneumonia, drugs and alcohol, and acute pancreatitis. Intestinal ischemia–reperfusion syndrome has also been shown to be a risk factor for ARDS based on the systemic release of cytokines as previously discussed.57 It has been proposed that, for patients with multiple ARDS risk factors, pre-emptive lung protective ventilation strategies should be considered.34 106

**VENTILATOR MECHANICS AND SEDATION**

The driving principle of ventilation in patients with OA is that support should be tailored to the specific disease process. Although most patients who require an OA have underlying diseases that mandate intubation and mechanical ventilation, the presence of OA in and of itself does not require that a patient receive additional ventilator support.109 There have been several reports of patients with an OA and temporary abdominal closure being extubated and ambulatory with a low incidence of evisceration. Although the integrity of the abdominal wall contributes to the stability of

---

the need to achieve abdominal closure rapidly when physiology permits it.\textsuperscript{110}

Despite the evidence that the development of an infection leads to worse outcomes in patients with OA, there is very little literature on prophylactic antibiotics for patients with an OA without evidence of infection. The current recommendations are to tailor antibiotics to the disease process and to use quality improvement initiatives to reduce healthcare-associated infections such as VAP or catheter-associated bloodstream infections.\textsuperscript{59–101}

Returning to the operating room

Pommerning et al examined the timing to the first take back after DCS in patients with trauma. They found that for every hour delay after the first 24 hours, there was a 1.1\% decrease in the odds of primary fascial closure. In addition, there was a trend toward increasing intra-abdominal complications in patients returning after 48 hours. The authors recommend that the first return to the OR take place ideally within 24 hours and no later than 48 hours after the initial laparotomy.\textsuperscript{111} Earlier return to the operating room should be considered for the patient in persistent hemorrhagic shock who requires more than 2 units of RBCs per hour for 3 hours.\textsuperscript{63, 70} Tertiary ACS as manifested by increasing bladder pressures associated with new organ failure would be the other indication for earlier re-exploration.\textsuperscript{100, 102} In regards to the timing of definitive closure, the goal should be as early as possible when edema resides, hemorrhage is controlled with packing removal, and definitive intestinal anastomoses have been performed.\textsuperscript{112} Miller et al demonstrated that complications significantly increased if primary abdominal closure was not performed after 8 days from the time of the initial laparotomy (12\% vs 52\%).\textsuperscript{37} If definitive abdominal closure cannot be performed prior to this time, progressive closure should be attempted with each reoperation.\textsuperscript{112}

CONCLUSION

OA as part of DCR can be a lifesaving maneuver; however, it is a treatment option that poses certain complications and challenges. Minimizing OA duration is beneficial, and the intensivist’s role is crucial to creating the physiologic environment that promotes early closure. In addition to standard ICU principles, the patient with OA will require tight management of fluids to ensure resuscitation without volume overload perhaps with hypertonic saline, although this requires further study. Consideration of more advanced hemodynamic monitoring to guide fluid resuscitation may yield earlier closure. Early nutrition, particularly in patients with OA without intestinal injury, should be maximized to account for additional protein losses. The patient should be monitored for systemic signs of inflammation such as ARDS, intra-abdominal infection, and recurrent ACS, which should be promptly managed. Antibiotics should be tailored to underlying infections. Attention to these factors may lead to earlier closure, reduced intra-abdominal and infectious complications, and reduced resource utilization.
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